
Premium Navigation and Rear Seat DVD System for Ford Everest



Your Music Library and DAB+ Radio

If you connect your iPod, USB device or smartphone you have 

easy access to your full music library. You can easily search 

content by artist, album, song, genre or playlist. Plus, enjoy 

DAB+ digital radio broadcasts in superior sound quality.

Advanced Navigation and Infotainment System.
The X801D-U is the ultimate Infotainment system for your Ford Everest: enjoy a superior sound experience, brilliant picture quality from the massive 8” high 

resolution display, plus the latest digital media compatibility and Bluetooth® hands-free phone functionality, plus wireless music streaming.

HDMI Input for Video Playback

HDMI brings endless entertainment enjoyment to the dashbaord 

of your Ford Everest. Connect your iPhone, iPod or compatbile 

smartphone via HDMI to playback high resolution video through 

the massive 8" display. Other devices such as media players 

with HDMI output can also be connected.

Bluetooth® Technology

The built-in Bluetooth® module provides hands-free phone. An 

intuitive user interface makes it very easy to operate and includes a 

speed dial for frequently called numbers. Bluetooth® also enables 

audio streaming from the phone or even internet radio apps can be  

played wirelessly. 

Smartphone Connectivity

Alpine ensures compatibil ity with the latest smartphones  

such as iPhone 6/6 Plus, the Samsung Galaxy S6 or HTC One 

and many others. You can enjoy content from your phone such 

as music or video, access your phonebook, charge your phone 

and even use Siri with an iPhone. 

Perfect Integration

Alpine's solution is fully compatible with the steering wheel 

control buttons for operation of audio controls and Bluetooth 

funct ions. The p lug'n'p lay harness prov ides seamless 

integration ensuring factory functions are maintained, as well  

as bullet-proof operation of the Alpine system.

One Look Display

Our innovative “One Look” split-screen technology allows the 

driver to view the navigation map and audio playback information 

at one glance. This eliminates the need to switch between 

applications. The user can switch from regular to One Look view 

with a swipe of the display.

Be king of the road in your Ford Everest with Alpine’s 8” Multimedia Navigation Station. Your life is an adventure, Alpine’s advanced 
navigation let’s you go further and explore more with superior on-road and 4WD off-road maps.

Massive 8" Display for Superior Sight, Sound and Navigation.



Drive in grand style with a massive 8" infotainment system specifically designed for your Ford Everest. Alpine's 

exclusive integration solutions are stylish to enhance the aesthetics of the interior and will exceed all expectations 

an Everest owner may have. The premium infotainment system brings cutting-edge technology with the latest media 

compatibility and connectivity, advanced navigation with off-road capabilities and superior sound quality. 

Perfect integration with premium components. Performance without compromise. Welcome to Alpine Style.



Rear Seat Entertainment — the fun starts right in the car.
Make every journey fun with a wealth of movies and music. This premium monitor has a built-in DVD player and is ready for other sources. What’s more, the dual HDMI inputs allow 
connection of auxiliary devices such as smartphones, media players and game consoles.  What's more Alpine's perfect kit ensures seamless integration into your Ford Everest.

Parking Assistance Technology

Top view: convenient for precise reversingMulti-view: split screen for left and right rear view

Audiophile Sound Experience
The rear-view camera automatically activates when reversing. You not only have a clear view to the rear, you 
can also see useful distance guides for easier parking and manoeuvring.
 
You have a choice of four viewing modes. Multi-view splits the screen so you have a clearer view of both 
left and right behind the car. Top view is convenient when hooking up to a trailer, whereas Panorama 
gives you a very broad view of your surroundings. Also, whilst in special viewing modes you have a 
picture-in-picture function showing a small rear view.

These audiophile speakers are equipped with Alpine's exclusive DDLinear technology for unparalleled sound 
clarity. They employ a dual emisson tweeter for superbly detailed high frequencies and an advanced multi-
layer fibre cone that delivers faithful reproduction and stunning sound quality.

DDLinear Component Speaker: DDL-R170S DDLinear Coaxial Speaker: DDL-R170C

The high performance digital amplifier delivers clean and powerful sound. Whilst ultra compact in size the 
power output is increased by an astonishing 150%, producing 
45Watts x RMS for a dynamic and true hi-fidelity sound. 

Compact Digital Amplifier: KTP-445A

Explore and navigate Australia’s 4WD tracks with advanced off-road maps including a 3D digital terrain and intuitive  
turn-by-turn navigation. Search an extensive POI database of caravan and campsites, places and much more. 

Explore with 4WD Off-Road Maps.
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Products may differ in appearance from the pictures appearing in this publication. E & E.O. No liability for printing errors is assumed. iPhone, iPod, Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. “Made for iPod,” and “Made for iPhone,” 
mean that an electronic accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPod or iPhone respectively, and has been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards. The Bluetooth 
word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Alpine Electronics, Inc. is under license. Android™ is a trademark of Google Inc. © 2015 Google Inc. All rights reserved. © 2015 Digital Radio Plus. The Digital Radio Plus logo is a trademark of commercial radio 
Australia. Any application used with Alpine products requires the use of a compatible smartphone with the downloaded and installed application, charges incurred for the use of the application inclusive of data transfer and consumption are the responsibility of the user, and Alpine disclaims all liability for such charges. 


